MASTER OF DEFENSE AND STRATEGIC STUDIES
Curriculum Map

Understanding
- DSS 5300 - U.S. National Security
- DSS 5301 - Strategic Theory and Modern Warfare
- DSS 5302 - Global Security

Analysis
- DSS 5303 - Low Intensity Conflict
- DSS 5304 - Information Operations
- DSS 5305 - Cyber Warfare
- DSS 5310 - Strategic Survey of the Americas
- DSS 5311 - Strategic Survey of Africa
- DSS 5312 - Strategic Survey of Europe
- DSS 5313 - Strategic Survey of the Middle East
- DSS 5314 - Strategic Survey of Asia

Synthesis
- DSS 5320 - Future Warfare*

* Students will develop a capstone paper or assessment on the future character of modern warfare with implications for national military strategy.